FOR M U T UA L
A DVA N TAGE

Welcome to
Liberty Specialty Markets

As a mutual we take a long-term
view and are wholly devoted to our
policyholders and broker partners.
We prosper together by unlocking
opportunities with the aim of
delivering shared success.
Our unique perspective helps us make better decisions,
deliver thoughtful solutions and pursue our goals to
benefit our partners.
Founded more than a century ago, we have a profound
sense of purpose. Our services aim to make the world
a safer place and we offer much-needed continuity in
an unpredictable world.
We provide a breadth of insurance and reinsurance
services to brokers and policyholders in all major
markets. Our expert teams are resourceful, responsive
and empowered to make decisions quickly. We create
solutions and build relationships which stand the test
of time.
Liberty Specialty Markets
For Mutual Advantage
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Who we are
Liberty Specialty Markets
Established in 2013, bringing together Liberty’s company,
syndicate and reinsurance operations into one combined operation.

1,900

50

Approx
people

Over
specialty and commercial
insurance and
reinsurance products
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underwriting
platforms

Locations

Approximately

60 offices

across key UK, European, Middle East, US,
Bermuda, Asia Pac and Latin America markets.

Premium

(Gross written premium 2019)

$1,694m

International

$6,052m
Combined

$2,186m
London

$2,172m

Reinsurance
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Insurance Products

Reinsurance Products

•

Aviation

•

Agriculture & Parametrics

•

Casualty

•

Aviation XL

•

Contingency

•

Casualty (International)

•

Cyber & Strategic Assets

•

Cyber

•

Energy & Construction

•

Financial Risks

•

Environmental

•

London Market Risks

•

Equine & Livestock

•

Marine & Energy

•

Financial Lines

•

Medical Malpractice

•

Fine Art & Specie

•

Property

•

Financial Risk Solutions

•

Third Party Motor Liability

•

Legal Indemnities

•

US Casualty (London)

•

Marine

•

US Casualty (North America)

•

Personal Accident

•

US Marine

•

Professional Indemnity

•

Workers’ Compensation

•

Property

•

Structured Risk Solutions

•

Surety

•

War & Terrorism

Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
Liberty Mutual Group

Liberty Specialty Markets is part of Liberty
Mutual Insurance Group, a leading global
insurer. We offer a breadth of world-class
insurance and reinsurance services to
brokers and insureds in all major markets.
•

In business since 1912

•

Headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts

•

Standard & Poor’s rating ‘A’ (Strong)

$133.6bn
consolidated
assets

800

offices
worldwide

$43.2bn

annual consolidated
revenue

6th largest

property and casualty
insurer globally

Global Retail
Markets
(GRM)

US
Consumer
Markets

45,000

employees

GRM
East

Global Risk
Solutions
(GRS)

GRM
West

GRS
North
America

Liberty
Specialty
Markets
(LSM)

Liberty
Mutual
Surety

London &
Global
Products

Liberty
Mutual
Reinsurance

International

LSM
East

LSM
West

LSM
Central

77th

on the US Fortune
100 list

Global Risk Solutions
Liberty Mutual’s Global Risk Solutions (GRS) division serves
the insurance and risk management needs of businesses
across the globe through three business units: Liberty Mutual
Surety, GRS North America and Liberty Specialty Markets.
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Why choose Liberty
Specialty Markets
As the international commercial, specialty
and reinsurance business of Liberty Mutual
Insurance Group, we’re proud of our mutual
heritage. It means we’re guided by doing
what’s right for our clients.
Because what’s good for you, is good for us.

Reasons to partner with us
Our structural stability offers
continuity and a long-term view
At its core, our business rests on us
being able to honour our promises at
any point in the future. Our clients want
to know that if they have a claim, we will
be around to pay it.
As a mutual, we are structured to be
there when our clients need us.

We make time
for what matters most

Our business is backed by the strength
of more than 45,000 employees in over
800 offices worldwide. This, along with
our financial security, allows us to tap
into the scale and resource required
to remain competitive in our industry.
So you can be sure that we’re here
for the long-term.

We are entirely focused on the needs
of our policyholders and partners. Free
from the distractions that can affect listed
companies, such as short-term decision
making, the demands of activist investors
and complex management structures,
we dedicate our time to serving the
needs of our clients.

We develop sustainable
relationships to deliver
reliable outcomes
We invest in our people, giving them
the freedom to develop their unique
talents and build supportive and trusted
relationships. Because of our long-term
view, we pride ourselves on developing
a deep understanding of your business
and risks.
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We offer straightforward access to
decision-makers, and bring people
together quickly and easily to find the
right solution. Our underwriting, claims
and risk professionals have high levels
of authority and are empowered to
respond quickly to your needs.

Helping people in adversity is part of
our heritage, from providing Workers’
Compensation over 100 years ago.
These days we’re bringing that same
focus to solving problems for our clients,
with fresh thinking and insurance
products that are fit for the future.
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Our claims service
Our integrated service is built on a simple
principle: we aim to deliver superior value
by supporting clients at every stage of
the relationship.
To make that happen we work together as one integrated
team, engaging early to help shape policies and ensure
shared understanding. We act decisively when and where
it matters, giving local specialists authority to act in their
clients’ interest. We pay out fairly and promptly, accessing
formidable global resources.
As a result, our clients can feel confident, involved and protected
- knowing that we are their partners, providing continuity
and assurance which reduces risk in an unpredictable world.

Claims+
The Claims+ offer has been designed to enrich the Liberty
service and add value to the experience - giving clients
greater confidence and additional insight into risk.
Claims specialists in the client engagement team offer
a bespoke package of Claims+ tools and services,
based on their intimate understanding of the client’s
circumstances and informed by their market expertise.
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Liberty Specialty Markets is a trading name of the Liberty Mutual Insurance Group.
For more information and the Privacy Notice, please see www.libertyspecialtymarkets.com
CB1013-07-20

